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VOLUME C

South Seas Paradise''
Misunderstood By Many

Concert
With Mime
And Music

1

By Andy Wert
The SAB Performing Arts and
Concert Committees, together with
Cultural Events have gotten togeth-er to bring Greg Greenway, Trent
Arterberry and Livingston Taylor
to the College of Wooster on Thursday. October 13. This threesome '
will hitCO.W. in a big way.. Greg
Greenway, an upcoming young performer, will, sing at noon in Lowry
Center Pit and Jater that , same
evening he will - open for Trent
Arterberry and Livingston Taylor.
The ArterberryTaylor concert is
called "Sound it Silence." It care-

i
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In response to recent attention
given to black student life by the
faculty and administration, several
black students spoke out on student
life at wooster.. The black population and administation has expressed the need for change. Says
Vivian Holliday, Dean of Faculty,
"We are working very hard to
remedy the situation by providing
social, cultural and academic programs which appeal to the entire
student body."
Black students come to Wooster
intending to be "fully Integrated. "
Parents of black students express
the desire for their sons and daughters to be "educated first. Having
friends Is important, friends of all
backgrounds is a vital part - of
college life." Blacks have a "clearer sense of their identity than In
previous years. We are much more
politically vocal, yet this assertive-nesis perceived as radicalism."
Three of the five black Juniors feel
they are "forced to take leadership
positions in the community because
the population is so low. By the
time we are seniors we will be
burned out from attempting to
make changes in the student life."
s

-

-

encountered these isolated island
Edens In the late 16th century.'but

it wasn't until the increased contact
in the 18th century that this South

Seas state of mind, which was "on
the other side of the white man's
world" arose.
,1
Tahiti offered the best and earliest example. A French expedition
under Bougainville was ecstatic
about the natural beauty of the
island and it's people. The people
were were called a Utopia "wise In
the ways of nature" and "mating
was an act of worship." The phllos-ph- y
'
r
of Rousseau's natural state of
to the South Sea ciytVa
man was then current, and Tahiti
seemed to offer a concrete example "wanted to find what she wanted to
of man. unsullied by the grime of find." said Dr. Deektor.
civilization,' free from restraints - There has been a long history of
this duality of perception. Some of
and following his noble Instincts.
With the advent of the 19th and the reasons behind this duality were
20th century march of civilization, that humans have different expecan alternative view of the reality of tations and frameworks to view
savagery and the harshness of na- from. The explorers were struck by
ture became wide spread, although the differences, while many moder
anthropologists emphasize the
writers such as Melville and Stev
batted away by ma OWU
of tho Scots k4
enson helped keep the myth of thei similarities. "If we focus on the
o tb mx pUy.
bvttbo Scots
external ... we wCl wrench, the
South Seas alive.
Photography by aUehaat Voloff.
The direct tie in of this perspec- cultural out of context" said Dr.
tive came when the young anthro- Deektor.
Another view," that of cultural
pologist Margaret Mead went to
Samoa and wrote her landmark materialism as espoused by Utr-wi-n
Harris, sees cultures id the
work, "Coming of Age in Samoa."
Mead's theory centered on the dif- context of their histories, economic
Separatism is on the Increase. understand the purpose of the ferences in adolescence between needs, structure, etc As Dr. Deck-to- r
concludes,' "We can have the
the culture of the South Sea Islandof the returning stu- B.SJL and other organizations."
e,
of different societies, or we
dents have elected to live in
As far as the student's attitude ers and Western culture. She saw myths
understand
Kate and Johnson. "The towards the Administation and fac- the adolescence of Samoans as can try to study ,and
,;
.;
and them."
houses provide us with support. In ulty, all agree Celeste Wilson is comparatively trouble-fre- e
the past we have felt hostility in the doing, "a fantastic Job but she
dorms." Students may ask " why can't do it all by herself; She needs
the B.S.A. or the separate lounge In help in getting students to stay
Douglass? It's because the program- once they come." One person who
ming isn't designed for blacks and has been a major influence on
mixing isn't occuring so we need to blacks is Dean Ken Goings. "He
relax comfortably." Vivian Holli- does everything, teaches, advisday feelsV'It's a tragedy when sep- es, and runs three organizattons.He
aratism occurs. We need to better does them all welL He deserves all
the situation and things will im- credit" Another student expressed
prove." Said . one lndividuaL"It's the impact Goings had on her,"If it
i
hard sometimes, we're looked at as weren't for him I wouldn't have
different when eating, when In stayed. He was the dominating
classeverywhere. It's in the air." force when things got bad. He was
There are numerous black stu- there." Students appear to be gendent organizations on campus In- erally pleased with the student
cluding the B.S.A.-- Harambee, faculty relationship although there
and have been "some problems - with
Black Forum, the
Coordinating the classroom atmosphere and acathe Black-StudeCommittee. The small student body demic support"
means that a large number of
...
Coming from predominantly
students are "intellectually, emo- black environments many students
tionally and physically drained be- miss the black faculty. The black
cause of work and jobs plus being population expresses the need for
involved In various organizations." "more black role models. They
CoBstraeoaa of Um sot lor Aatoa ChokoVs Tho Soaron".
The black students would bring out our goals and add to the
wniea wiu opoa woaaoaaay ovomag, wovomear tM taM.
like,"whites to' come to more than
ji
rimitpi oy
Continued on Page 4
one Isolated meeting and try to
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Black Students Speak on Problems
By E1CILT DRAGS
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accompanies Westerners. ,
The sexual freedom of the Samoans, the "wind in the palm
trees." motif emerged as part of
the explanation of the differences.
From- there ateaa aeveiopea tne
concept of Cultural Determinism,
to which people are blank slates on '
which culture writes, accounung
for the differences In behavior.
Mead asked. "If adolescence is common to all cultures, if the same
process take two different forms in
two different cultures, we must
look to the environment" An answer to Mead's findings
appeared in Freeman's work,
"Margaret Mead and Samoa." in
which the. observations that Mead
made were shown to be incomplete
and often misleading. Rank, competition,' and a great emphasis on
virginity typified Samoan culture.
Freeman found. The word Taboo,
in fact, comes from the South Seas..
Part of the . reason that Mead's
UnAinf wen wrong was due to the
separation of virgins (the Islanders
considered Mead one) from many
aspects of the society. Also, Mead
was Inexperienced and. .fcrrre'-'on-ab-

In Shulamit Decktor's address
at Tuesday's convocation, the question of how an anthropologist and
how we all perceive cultures different from our own presented some
interesting variations on the theme
of the "Dream of the Islands,"
mythologizing of the primitive
South Seas societies and their sexual relationships.
Samoa and Tahiti provided, the
focus of the speech. in which Dr.
Deektor first examined the origins
of this particular view of the noble
savage. European explorers first

fully blends Arterberry's sany

mime antics (Le. imitating an egg
in the act of frying or a birth
control pill at work) and Taylor's
energetic and talented musical performance. Trent Arterberry began his career in 1970 as an apprentice to
mime Don McCleod in California.
Within a year he was performing in
his own children's show for school
"systems throughout the west coast.
r,&r .1972, he began studies .with
Kenyon Martin in Boston. ' Two
years later, he was touring solo
with the National Mime Theatre. .
Since then Arterberry's. credits
have been revealing. He has played
many top- clubs, opened for such
performers as the Kinks. Billy
Preston, and Aerosmith and won
numerous honors. This falL Arterberry begins his fourth national
tour with a series of "Sound
Silence" concerts with Epic recording artist Livingston Taylor.
Continued on Page T

without the emotional stress which

By CHRIS LUSE
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Our Feckless

Institution

I'm continually amazed at the problems this college has
with the issues of alcohol and parties. I've always thought
that the mentality for drinking on this campus was one of
childish mania. People don't drink to enjoy it, they drink to
get drunk. And we, as an institution, continue to condone and
accept the illegal and dangerous behavior that goes along
with this mentality.
I asked a professor who was on leave in England last
year if English schools have the same types of alcohol related
problems that seem to plague us. Predictably enough,
English students drink their share of alcohol, but I was
assured that their campus life does not revolve around
alcohol as ours so often seems to do. Students drink at
parties and at meals, but they don't act as if it is some big
contest to see who can drink themselves into oblivion first.
But The College of Wooster seems to have more of a problem
with this issue.
One of the best entertainment ideas in "Wooster is to
simply walk around campus on Friday and Saturday night to
watch all the bizarre behavior that occurs. Did you ever
notice how students always feel like they are pulling off
something new and exciting everytime they drink? They go
to the drive-thr- u
to get a case of beer and you'd swear they
were bringing back the biggest invention since the automobile.
It is difficult to figure out why a stupid little beverage has
such effect on people. Perhaps it's because students often do
it illegally, and people always seem to get a special kind of
thrill out of doing something they are not supposed to.
Perhaps it is because they feel it provides a person with an
opportunity to not be responsible for his own actions. Perhaps
it makes people feel more independent and more in control
when they have the power to abuse their own bodies.
Whatever the reasons, we as an institution, do very little to
institute a policy against this problem and the consequences
that can occur from it.
We get 500 new people in here every year and we simply
social arena, and expect
throw them into an alcohol-oriente- d
them to have no problems. We offeT happy hour every Friday
afternoon, just in case they haven't been fortunate enough to
already start their weekend on Thursday night. We open
Ichabod's every Wednesday night just in case they can't make
it through the week. And at the apex of all this is the
weekend beer party.
Let's use last weekend for example. Bissman Hall had
three simultaneous parties last Saturday night (not bad for a
dorm that just two weeks ago lost its right to have parties).
The party contracts will tell you that there were 18 kegs of
beer in the building (6 per party), but I wouldn't exactly say
that these parties are known for keeping to this limit. Most
people will tell you that the actual figure was around 25 kegs.
Anyway, using a figure of 25 kegs for the three parties, it
figures out to 400 gallons of beer, or 51,200 ounces. If we
use the statistic that four drinks in one hour will leave an
average person legally drunk, then there is enough alcohol in
that one building to completely intoxicate 1610 people. Since
alcohol is metabolized at the rate of one drink per hour, there
is 'only' enough beer to keep 800 people trashed for the entire
duration of the party (4 hours). I would liberally estimate
people attended one of those three parites, which
that 0
leads me to the conclusion that either a lot of beer is being
thrown out or a lot of people are getting quite wasted.
It is also important to remember that there were two or
three other parties on campus that night, plus Ichabod's was
open. The point is. with the amount of alcohol that is
consumed by this campus, we ought to be able to drown a
herd of elephants, let alone have a good time. The
administration seems to live in a delusion that none of this
will ever lead to a major problem. Yet, I remember on the
first weekend of this semester when a young (underaged)-studen- t
had too much to drink, started to hyperventilate, and
had to be taken to the emergency room. It would only take
one time when a student was in the wrong place at the wrong
time, or someone hyperventilated just a little too much ... My
guess is this college doesn't need that kind of publicity right
500-60-
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now.

Soup And...
BY BETH MABEL
The Bread and Justice Community of
Myers House Is located at the corner of
College and Pine across from Mateer. It
you hare any questions' or would like to
join us eel tree to stop by or call est,
Z73Z

Many Woo grads
and students discovered or rediscovered that coming home is a
very special time and event I was
reminded once again that the most
important and joyful aspect of my
college career and life is the deep
relationships I have with people. I
started .thinking about how necessary it is for me to seek out and
find a community where ever I happen to be living.
Our house program incorporates
a hope for the creation of a community. We hope - not to just live
together as a mish-mas- h
of people,
but rather as a cohesive body. Our
house andprogram have given us a
unique opportunity to attain this.
To create and nurture this spirit of
community, we have a home
cooked simple meal every Saturday
for house members, friends and our
faculty advisor Rich Bell and his
family. This past weekend, however, our meal became extra special
as alumni, parents, and family
joined us for dinner and games.
The whole weekend was full of
the small joys that are a reflection
of a community that spans all ages
and much of Woo's history, homeTom Hetrick
coming left many images in my
mind: the huge alumni Band.. especially the alumni bagpipers; waking up Sunday morning to a house
cocooned peofull c sleeping-ba- g
ple; bear hugs and tales of the
"real" world from graduates; Ben LeVan who first said
"hi" to Lissa Beatty so casually
before the 8:00 test This school is and then, "Oh. HI!" because "it's
just so normal to see Lissa around
indeed fortunate to have an employee such as Mr. Raber who is that I forgot she had graduated! I
always concerned for the well was back in last spring!"
Now how does this fit into "Soup
being of the students.
product of that
John Miano and-thBread and Justice House?
Homecoming.

Food Service Compliments
Editors:

I would like to thank Mr. Raber

and Food Service for remembering
those of us who had to take the
MCAT last Saturday. The Lowry
Center mess hall was open early so
that we could get something to eat

(The one that always asks people to
be open, to see and to act) Loving
people, creating and developing
friendships and community is a
very political act It demands a
radical commitment This time
space is replete with opportunities
to make this commitment I remind
you (and myself) of them and urge
you to take them. I hope this year

contains man

sleeping-ba- g

co-

people crashed on your
floor and hugs from students, alums, profs, administrators, townspeople and any other category you
may find. (Did you ever hug a
cow?)
cooned
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Korean Tragedy Harms
Academic Relations ,(

Compiled by Chris Lose

(CPS)
The Soviet Union's Andrei D. Sakharov, a pioneer in
shooting down of Korean Air Lines nuclear research.
Although the NAS only recently
Flight 007 has scuttled for the time
being a series of scholarly and decided to lift its ban on exchanges,
athletic exchanges between Ameri- "I can't say when or if anything is
can universities and Russia only going to happen right now," NAS
weeks after educators from both spokeswoman Barbara Jorgenson
superpowers had agreed to develop says.
new, more open exchange proThe NAS will continue to have "a
grams.
small but ongoing exchange proColleges have cancelled events gram with the Soviet Academy of
and staged rallies protesting the Sciences" but will not lift its reAug. 28 killing of 269 passengers on strictions on workshops and semithe commercial airliner. It appears nars anytime soon, she explains.
For now, moreover, "there are
that more substantive 'academic
contacts between the countries, no exchanges taking place due to
worked out slowly and carefully our" problems with Aeroflofc"
emThe U.S.'s retaliatory
over three years, may also be lost
as campuses look for ways to lodge bargo of the Russian airline, she
meaningful reactions to the inci- says, has momentarily ended the

(Beirut) Mortar fire bit the U.S.
Marine positions near the Beirut
airport, and for the first time since
U.S. troops were put
the cease-firon maximum alert No casualties
were reported. Procedural disputes
were blamed as halting the convening of a reconciliation sessions
between the two opponents as
agreement.
in the ease-fir- e
President Gemayel told his cabinet
in an emergency meeting. Druse
leader Walid Jumblatt's decision to
set up a council to govern the Chouf
mountain region provoked accusations from the Lebanese government that the Druse were attempting to divide the country.
Meanwhile, the House and the Sendent.
The losses on two American camate approved a measure allowing
U.S. troops to remain in Lebanon puses were more palpable, as at
least two professors were killed.
for an additional 18 months.
(Washington) President Reagan
Several weeks before, Soviet and
has cancelled a large portion of his U.S. officials had announced plans
scheduled trip to Asia, including a to resume academic exchanges for
stop in Manila, because Congress the first time since 1979. Later, the
will be in session when the tour U.S. withheld exchanges as a way
begins. Manila has been the scene to protest the Russian invasion of
protests, Afghanistan.
of violent
Several days before the Russians
and some sources feel that apprehension of possible difficulties shot down the Korean plane, U.S.
played a role in cancelling the trip. State Department officials anIn the Philippines, President Mar- nounced talks to formalize academcos warned businessmen that the ic exchanges between the two nademonstrations were harming the tions could begin by late September
nation's economy by eonvicing for- or early October.
"But now, "we have no idea when
eign investors that the: nation was
or if the exchange talks will beunstable.
(Washington) Former Vice Presi- gin," says a State Department
dent Walter Mondale, a democratic spokeswoman,
"The State Department is neither
presidential hopeful, received . enand encouraging nor discouraging pridorsements from the AFL-CIthe National Education Association. vate exchanges at this point,'.' she
of the votes in adds.
He also won 51
Official academic exchanges endMaine's straw poll, while Senator
agreeJohn Glenn dropped to fourth,' be- ed in 1979, when a
hind Senator Cranston and Senator ment expired. The U.S. quit negotiations to extend the agreement
Hollngs.
(Jerusalem) Yitzak Shamir, the when the Soviet Union invaded
Afghanistan in 1980.
new Israeli Prime Minister desigThe National Academy of Scinate rejected a demand by 6 Parliament deputies that he accept a ences (NAS), which sponsors and
compromise on Jewish settlements coordinates exchange visits with
on the occupied West Bank. The the Soviet Academy of Science,
also suspended all seminars and
refusal is seen as clouding Shamir's chances of forming a new workshops with Russia in 1980 to
record its anger over Afghanistan
government in the near future.
(Washington) An emergency ban and the arrest of Soviet Professor
on the use of the pesticide Ethylene
Dibromide (EDB) has been issued
by the EPA, after EDB was found
to be linked to cancer and birth
defects in laboratory animals. EDB
has shown up in food and underground water supplies.
(Washington) A new arms-contrplan was outlined by President
Reagan to 6 members of Congress,
who labeled it a "significant
change" from earlier proposals. It
included a"build down" approach,
in which the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.
would eliminate two warheads for
each new one added. British Prime
Minister Thatcher earlier backed
plans and the
the U.S.
need to deploy U.S. missiles if the
arms-talk- s
don't reach a pact on
her White House meeting. Meane,

out-lin-

ed
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exchanges "by default"
The Korean airliner incident hit
two campuses closer to home.
Among the 269 people killed was
Chung Soo Yoo, an assistant chemistry professor at the University of
Pittsburgh. He had been on his way
teaching
to Seoul for a one-yeassignment at Korea's Kangwan
National College.
Iowa State visiting Professor Syo-It- a
Kobayasi was taking the plane
h
stint with
home after a
the Ames Laboratory.
Students at both schools staged
small rallies to mourn the dead and
lodge the protests. At Illinois State.
35 students showed up to demonstrate the killings.
The University of Texas' video
game arcade protested by
its games to demand
apologies from Soviet leader Yuri

'

w:

while,

Soviet

Premier Andropov

defended te destruction of the South
Korean airliner, saying it was "sophisticated provocation" by U.S.
Intelligence, and also accused the
U.S. of being unwilling to enter into
serious arms talks. A demonstration of hundreds of thousands of
Muscovites paraded past the U.S.
protest
Embassy in a

err

three-mont-

re-program-

Andropov.

-

ming

.

.

Vanderbilt University and the
University of Maryland protested
by cancelling their
games with the touring Soviet national basketball team.
"The culpability of the Soviet
Union in shooting down an unmid-Novemb-er

armed

commercial

22.

Shulamit Decktor, an anthropologist, gare "Lot Under the Palm Trees:
Problem of Cultural Difference", at convocation thia last Tueadaj.
Photograph by Michaet VekatL.
-

The Internationalist

By Dean Hunt
Beginning next week The Woo-- ! the International Fair, - presents- ter Voice win introduce The Interi
k
UoatUst, a column devoted to the with international students in
(as I am), they introduce us
sharing of the international experi
Bab-coc-

ence by both international and to' customs, ideas and traditions
passenger American students. I believe the which we might not know or learn

plane" rendered the event "inappropriate" for now, Maryland Athletic Director Dick Dull explains.
But the University of Kentucky
decided not to cancel its game with
the Russians, scheduled for Nov.
.

international members on the campus to be a valuable asset to the
college and community. Through
them we have the opportunity to
come into contact with a multitude
of cultures, broadening our view of
the world and possibly opening our
minds to new ideas. Through informal conversations, events such as

1
Jr

ferry Out

262-0.5- 6

141

North

Cevr St.

w-

of otherwise. Our world is garnished with so many diverse cultures. In some way we must be

cognizant of the Importance of
them and how we might learn from
their past, present, and future. If
you would like to contribute an
aracie, leei nee w conuci me
through Box 178, Dean Hunt. ;
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Tuesday night is college night
with delivery by the I.0's.
Szlzds of limit Proportions
Orders will be accepted
from 0:30 pm - 11:00 pm
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"Streetcar" Proves
To Be A Success

--
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Last week, Tennesee Williams'
play, A Streeteur Named Desire,
opened at Shoolroy Theatre.
The show, performed by members from Stage Right Rep. Company, packed the house for four
nights in a row.
The clean production reflected
many weeks of collective rehearsals and individual character development. Although the set was limited in some aspects, it drew the
audience into New Orleans of the
1930's.

i

Sue Ligget as Blanche DuBuois
and Martin McDougall as Stanley
Kowalski propelled the jurtiposi-tiot- f
of Southern coquette and natuv
'
.'
-r
J ral appetite.
Throughout the play Liggett
tained the multif aceted personality of
her character. Considering that she
Dare Pfelffer and Jim Shepherd display their rather luxuriouj coostrnctioa on Um flr floor of DongUxs Hall.
stage for all but maybe
Photograph by Mare Miner was on the
three minutes of the production,
her energy level remained high and
kept the play intact.
McDougall's strong portrayal of
his character ignited the tension
between he and Liggett necessary
-

--

.

for holding the audience's attention. With each McDougall outburst
the heat of the play intensified.
Counteracting these fiery characters were Kathy Keys as Stella
Kowalski and Russ White as Harold
Mitchell. Keys, playing a gentle but .
naive Stella, successfully managed
to both calm and enrage Stanley
and Blanche throughout the play.
White, on the other hand, nicely
revealed a character torn between
warmth, understanding and aggressive impulse.
Together these four characters
created aa aura of human frustrations that the audience could easily
identify with. The quality of acting
elevated as all four actors developed both darker and warmer sides
of human nature.
The fine performance of the kaleidoscope of minor characters
'strengthened the plot's realistic di-

mensions. Players Steve Price

(Hubbell), Tracy Upton (Gonzales)
and Becky Jones (Eunice) added
touches of humor and despair.
During the course of the play, all
of the players successfully controlled the emotional tension necessary to reveal the web of Streetcar's themes.

Black

HAIRCUTS

Drive Thru
Located

429 E.
262-334-

By Jill Currle

Liberty

4

Monday thru Thursday 11 am to 11 pm
Friday and Saturday 11 am to 1 am

V Continued from Page

1

campus." JL total of
are
tenured, this leads to an Impression
that there is not a genuine commitment,
"It must be the College policy to
support ; an atmosphere which is
desirable for learning and which is
free from racist' barriers." Black
students simply wish, "whites
would keep an open mind, forget
preconceived notions about blacks
and realize that blacks play an
integral part of the Wooster
five-Mac- ks

$2.00

at tho base of Dealt Avenue

carry a large select ion of domestic and
Imported beers and wines as state minimum
prices.
W

Students

Call EXT. 2728
For An Appointment

MATSOS
FAMILY RESTAURANT

ORIENTAL FOOD

homemade egg rolls
sauces fried wontons
peppers
rice
Phone: 264-99- 65
Liberty St.
212 West

GREEK FOOD AND PIZZA
154 West Liberty Street
PHONE

264-SS- 39

(Adjacent comer from Freedlsnders)
11 a.m.-l- l
Hours: Monday-Thursda- y
p.m.

Friday

&

Saturday

Sunday

11

Noon-1-

1

a.m.-Mldnlg- ht

p.m.

Offer appllaa wHk coitoo I.D.

.

Extro large pizza receive $1.59 off
Reg. large pizza receive $1.C3 off
Medium slze.plzza receive 75$ off
Small pizza receive 50t off

1.
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Diary of a play will be a foar
part series leading op to the
production of the play Sea
Gulls in early November. It
will encompass the various aspects of production from set
design to acting.
Compiled by Mlmi Richmond
process of creating a vision
for the audience to see and experience involves the creation of one
vision out of many: the collaboration of artists working towards one

The

goal"

' The

show itself has to work for
the set designer to feet any kind of
satisfaction ... Theatre is a collabo-

rative art."
"It's the people."
Such are the views of three
individuals, Steve Quandt, Jerry

Hanson, and Andrea Wiggins, who
are among the many individuals
working together toward a common
goal
the creation of Anton Chekhov's play, TbeSeaGulL
The whole process of production
begins with collaboration
that of
the director and designer. Theatre
Professor Jerry Hanson, the set
of
designer and lighting
the play, says first the designer
must understand the play and
along with the director develop a
"concept" for the show. He goes
on: "Yet the most difficult part is
the crossover between the interpretation and the- - design concept
putting the design into- form or
reality." Hanson states that the
development of the actual design
takes weeks, evolving
co-design-

CL

r

er

-

day-to-da-

y.

he has reseracbed Chekhov, Rus
sian artwork, engravings, and
woodcuts to assist the design
process: "I want the audience to
feel they are looking at a late 1800's
photograph
turn of the century
Russia." The set itself, Hanson
exag
calls "suggestive realism
gerated just enough to remind the
audience that they're watching a
play." This, he says, will help to
demonstrate the characters who in
their very consistency are' not quite
realistic: "They're almost absurd."
The set, following this concept, will
be "s little bit out of sync; lines, ss
in the arches snd doorways, will be
twisted s Utile so the set will not
appear totally realistic." ,
Steve Quandt. the lighting
theatre major, echoes
Hanson's observation on design
problems: "1 start with a concept
which must be sble to be transformed into s visual image." As
part of the production process,
Hanson will discuss his artistic
vision with Quandt. Drawing from
this, Quandt will arrive at the
lighting design, working out the
problem of transferring the Acts'
moods snd the "artistic vision"
into practical reality.
Although Hanson makes most of
the artistic decisions involved in
production ss well as the scale snd
working drawings, the Assistant
Technical Director, Diane Byrne
helps to interpret the design concept to the crew: "I try to explain
the overall concept? so the crew
can see how whst they're doing fits
Into the whole." Byrne, s senior
theatre major, is also a trouble-co-desig-

ner

shooter. Right now she Is working
with Quandt to figure out how to
create the conception of a lake
behind the main part of the set and
how to create clouds.
Hanson and crew members agree
that The Sea Gull will be a major
production technically. The show
will be using Freedlander theatre's
full-fl- y
system (for the trees to go
in and out), and win be built on a
revolve. The revole will
enable the show's four complete
sets merely to be routed by "student22-fo-

ot

to set up for each set
e
students will
be involved in building this revolve,
the
the trees, the four sets
"hammer and nail" physical creation of The Set GuIL Laurie Sheets,
s crew member snd senior theatre major, comments: "It's a
craxy business ... the time commitment is incredible. The only thing
that makes it worthwhile is the
people, because they're also going
out of their minds." Sheets cites
-power"

Forty to

forty-fiv-

munching on Dunkin' Donuts at
4:30 a.m. during a crew call, and
bSng found sleeping in the haycart
during Camelot tech week, the

Photograph by Fraas Jastsea

,

of people to work twenty hours a
day on a show, four hours a day on
homework, and start the process
over again because there's no time
for sleep."- - ' .
Yet Sheets stays in it for some of
the ssme reasons Gretchen Shear-

er, another crew member and senior chemistry major, stays in it:
"Fve always found it amazing ...
creating something out of nothing. I
get s sense of satisfaction. I've
contributed to the illusion." As to
the fact that the set ultimately is
torn down after it goes up. Sheets
responds: "I like the fact that it
disappears
I believe in the magic ... I want to use my talents snd
give to 1L"
Another ' crew member, Kathy
Peck, a freshman, calls working
crew "a diversion from studying
and the academic atmosphere. If
you have any frustrations you can
get them out by hammering."
People come to work crew from
all departments snd for many reasons. For some it Is an escape, for
others it is a chance to get paid
.

for somesame time prospective students (through work-studtoured the theatre, as memorable thing they like to do, for Junior
moments in her "crew life" st George Hillocks, it ''enables you to
y)

Wooster. She says: "The difference
theory and the
between real-lif- e
theatre is that when you nail a one
foot board to an eight foot board at
a square angle, in theory, the
boards would be square. But then
again, in theory, you're not using
wood shaped like a hockey stick. In
theatre, you do the best you can
da" She goes on: "It takes a breed
.

experience so much snd . allows
your mind to develop in many
ways." And for Eugene Gabay, a
freshman, set construction opens
up the opportunity to contribute
something to the whole of the play.
Diane Byrne says: "The theatre is
small enough that It allows s lot of
hands-o- n
experience. If a theatre or
Continued on Page f
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Black Women1 s
Group Begins
Activities

THIS WEEK IN
WOOSTER

The Guide

Monday- -

Organiza
by senior
EPamela Ruff and sophomore Cher--m
Jo Thompson, has begun plan- bug for Its new events this year.
The Black women's organiza
tion., open to the campus, is a social
support group designed to fill the
voice In the black women's life,
while at schooL B.W.O. Is not a
(radical political group... It centers
Ktself around a social meaning.
Through programs they intend to
create trust and fellowship and
sisterhood. Some of the programs
include: The Ebony Fashion Fair
Fashion Show, intermural volleyball, activities with the Women's
Resource center, bowling leagues.
The Black 'Women's

tion, this year

MONDAY, OCTOESX 18
FILM: NIbelungen. Frits Lang's

j J If

epic and legendary recreation of
the medieval Jttbebmgen legend.
The heroic deeds of Seigfrled, his
murder by Hagen, and the awful
vengeance wreaked by KriembUd.
A stirring saga of profoundly mythSiical appeal. Germany, 1923-2lent Mateer Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.

8

4,

Tuesday

co-sponoredn-

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11
CONVOCATION : The Battle
Over Boose: A Fifty Year Perspec
tive oa National Prohibition. David

BY ELIZABETH KOREMAN AND TALI TOMSIC

the last pleasant days of Indian Summer descend upon us, the frost E. Kyvig. Department of History,
has killed the bugs and the leaves are turning it is a perfect time for a Akron University. Why did people
picnic. It could be a whole day excursion or a tirTT riVEtr"11
ea4arey?qggiPfflQn.ifl tnenrst
pandemonium. There are some surprisingly secluded spots place (the answer may surprise
from mid-teron Campus.. The Gilpin end of the Oak Grove and the corner of Wayne and you), and why did they later oppose
s
is too much and the law (more surprises)? What
Bever behind Andrews. But if the pressure of
but close were the social and political consethe need to escape triumphs, Christmas Run park is
enough to walk. Once the site has been chosen there are few essentials, a quences of the repeal? What does
blanket and something to serve as a picnic basket, both back packs and the repeal teach us about the
milk crates are effective. Cookies and milk from Mom's are good for the process of constitutional change.
break, fast food or cheese, salami crackers and wine are about the failure of the Equal
wonderful if you have a little time. And so before the winter traps us inside Rights Ammendment, for exam
these sterile dormitories we have a few small chances to be outside. The ple? What does all this have to do
leaves are turning, the bugs are gone, and the weather may still cooperate with the issue of the drinking age in
and picnics may sound silly, but try it, you may find you like it more than Ohio? Mateer Auditorium. 11:00
Lowry.
a.m.
As
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Time Out Of Mind

harmonies are not things that the

normal musical carbon unit, nameBy Mac Squier
So let's talk a little bit about ly 86 percent of this audience, can
jazz...I know...you would probably readily assimilate and digest. Jazz
is not something that is easily
. rather hear abqot the latest trends
or who's who in the emblazoned into the memory
in coffin-weworld of business, but today you banks. Melodies that are no longer
will hear about jazz. Do not be simplistic and "singable" are coninsulted or even defensive about veniently brushed off as being too
my schizophrenic-lik- e
refined and esoteric.
ruminationsJust listen to them. If my Secondly, in and of. itself, jazz is
dabbling in the world of musical a peculiar art form. It has often
pedantry has no deleterious effects been called America's most indion your opinions of jazz, then my genous art form, yet most jazz
mission will have to be deemed a musicians have to scramble to.
make a dubious living from it. And
successful one.
My first modus operandi was to then there is the widespread disreask people around campus just gard of the public. Rock musicians
what they really thought of jazz. "I make more money and classical

FILM: Ninotchka. Part of the
series on Germans in America.
Ernst Lubitsch was a well known
German film director who became
enormously popular in the United
States. In Nonotcbka a dedicated
Soviet commissar (Greta Garbo) is

think that it's boring and stupid,"
said one incredibly
person. "It's too weird," said another succinctly. "What is jazz?."
asked an inquisitive female, cleverly assuming my role as the reporter. I soon came to the realization
that the majority of the opinions
about jazz were firmly rooted in
insolence and misinformation. My
feelings of paranoia were quickly
reaffirmed by the somewhat intractable opinions of my peers. .
Another burning question which I
thought needed addressing was
why is jazz so unpopular? Why has
jazz not been able to assume its
proper place in the limelight of
contemporary music? Well, this
bitterly resentful demagogue (who,
by the way, enjoys jazz with a
fervency that., is probably unmatched in modern history) has a
few interesting insights into the
dilemma.
Firstly, jazz is probably one of
the most misunderstood forms of
music ever to be carved into a 33V4
rpm disc. The harsh truth is simply
that lightning fast improvisation,
dissonant intonation and multiple
open-mind-

ed

musicians have more status. It is
that jazz players are
perturbed about the name "jazz," a
term with obscene origins and a
stigmatizing label that implies to
many people a harsh, uncompromising music that will not selL
Finally, jazz has not been terribly consistent in its developmental
stages. In the little more than half
a century of its existence, jazz has
changed enormously; there is no
assurance that a lover of the swing
of the 30's would recognize the
"free jazz" inflections of Ornette
Coleman as being music, let alone
a valid extension of the tradition.
People brought up on Miles Davis's
classic performances of the SO' a
often cannot palate his
work of the 60's. Just as well,
many faithful of the Charlie Parker
p
era cringe at the strains of a
John McLaughlin guitar solo. The
problem here is a simple on- edivergence amongst the ranks. It's not only us who can not decide
what jazz is, but the jazz musicians
themiefves are having a tough time
operationalizing the definitions of
their own medium.
no wonder

rock-orient- ed

be-bo-

at Ichabod's,

ights

sent to Paris to check up on three beauty workshops, community ac-Incompetent emissaries. A
aeroblc dance and much
kling and irresistably comic script more. B.W.O. would like to extend
with great comic timing. The film an invitation to anyone who would
was used as political propaganda like to come and enjoy these
during World War II and later in events.
Europe during the peak of the Cold
War. It was also (in a reverse oft
the usual relationship) the basis for
the Broadway musical Silk Stock
tags. Made in the USA. 1939. Intro
duced with discussion afterwards!
by Richard Figge.
Cleveland Museum of Art lecture in
"The History of Western Art" on
Satudays thru Dec. 10. Free. CaL
for information.
Steve Schneider, Coordinator of
the Urban Studies Semester pro- Cleveland Playhouse's Dray Theagram in Portland, Oregon, will be tre presents "The Dining Room"
visiting on campus October 10 and thru Nov. 20. For information and
11. Have dinner with Mr. Schneider reservations call
no Tuesday, October U, faculty
Sunday
lounge, 5:30-- 7 p.m. A film will be
shown on placement possibilties in Bald
symphony orPortland. For an appointment or chestra in Kulas Musical Arts
more information, contact Barbara Building. Dwight Oilman conductDa niel. Coordinator of Urban In- ing at 4 p.m. For more Information
ternships, Ext. 2300 or 2483. Dead- call
line for the Urban Spring Semester, Cleveland Browns play New York
November 15.
at home. For further Information
call
spar-ttivitie- s.

This Week
In Ohio

421-73-

40

795-700- 0.
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Hunglnton Playhouse presents

"Dial M for Murder" show begins
at 8 p.m. S3.50 student admission.
For further Information call

ar

.

co-chair-ed

Wednesday- WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12
MORRIS LECUTRE: Asian

871-833-

SBir- -

ttnality and Christian Response,
Huston Smith, Dana Professor of

FILM: A Married Woman.
French, 1964, with subtitles, one of
Jean-Lu-c
Godard's earliest uses of
the experimental techniques that
have made him the most
ing and provocative director since
World War II. Here he uses a style
of sudden cuts, camera positions
cnalleng-Philosoph-

y,

Hamline University,
St. Paul. Christian Missionaries
have long traveled to the East In
recent years Eastern Missionaries that fragment characters until
have come to the West Professor sometimes they almost become
Smith will look at the value of lines in an abstract painting, dislo- E astern spirituality to the Christian cations between image and sound.
World and consider what we have and mstrusive'but incisive
since we began to listen to lo&ues. These techniques generate
mono-learn-

ed

the East. Freedlander Theatre, a visually arresting film perfectly
8:15 p.m.
suited to reveal and complement
the uncertainty, impulsiveness,

sureness, confusion, and Intensity
that the central character goes
through as she struggles toward a
SLIDE PRESENTATION 7:30 p.m. tenuous and not fully completed
Wednesday, October 12th in Sever- - assurance of herself as a woman
T
uur
ance Art Seminar Room.
nana on J1"11"
ner way w Becoming a
self. Mateer Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.

""""

Thursday
Cleveland Orchestra presents Erich
Leinsdorf conducting Webern, Mozart Reicha and Beethoven pieces.
Show runs thru the 15th. For further information call
The Front Row presents Engelbert
Humperdink thru the 16th. 313.75
admission. For further Information
call
13

231-730-

449-500-

14

Concert: Greg Greenwav and His

Thursday. October 6. 1983. Chem

pand. Lowry Center Pit Noon. Club Lecture. ''Enzymes and

Mem- -

brane Transport Proteins: They
LECTURE: William Schreiber Have Lot in Common" C.L..Bor- Changed to October 19
den. 11:00 a.m., room 111, Sever- ance HalL
CONCERT: Trent "Arterberrv
nd Livingston Taylor (SAB). "

t

0.

v

Friday

Cleveland Ballet performs "Quicksilver." "Ontogeny," "Les
"Three Virgins and a Dev-OFor further Information call

Syl-phide- s,"

."

631-363-

4.

Sea
non-theat-

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 13

0.

.

f

Thursday

3.

re

Gull

Continued from Page 5
person would like to

learn about construction, lighting.
running the light board, or being on
the crew, the opportunity is there."
The Sea Gull is deep into production now. The design and set are
evolving into practical reality
through the time and efforts of all
the "collaborators." from the set
and lighting designers to the individual crews members. All are
working toward the whole
the
November 5 production of The
Sea GulL Next week's entry will
focus oa costumes: 7
2--
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Ian Hunter

past decade without sounding cold

By Drew Vaadecreek
Since his days with Mott the
Hoople, Ian Hunter has been one of
roek'i most enigmatic figures. Although he is a distinctive vocalist
and songwriter, he has never found
e
success, as inconsistencies
in his material kept his fans constantly
Ian Hunter is one of the old guard
of rockers firmly based in blues
and soul; in a time of slick,
processed sounds,, he may sound
old fashioned to the uninitiated ear.
On All of the Good Ones Are Taken,
Hunter delivers a typically strong
album; all of the songs work well
as a group, with no weak numbers
standing out.
Leading off the album is the title
track, a Classic brokenheart story
given extra punch by Clarence
Clemons' powerful saxophone. The
rest of side one maintains good
overall quality as horns and synthesizers are worked in.
"Death 'N Glory Boys" closes
the side in strong fashion; in this
song Hunter ridicules a conservative leadership that sends men to
war: "Get your
and
him
dumb. Give him a
run," and later "Long live the
leaders-lon- g
may they reign. May
they live long enough to feel every
single pain." . "Death. JN' ..Glory
Boys" is a powerful message, al
beit general, for our times. Anyone
who thought that the times had
passed Ian: Hunter by should tune
big-tim-

off-guar- d.

son-you- ng
gun-ma-

ke

in.
Side Two begins with "That Girl
Is Rock and Roll," which recycles
old riffs into a danceable rave-up.

"Somethin's Goin' On" follows.

much in the same vein as "Death
N Glory Boys." Over a bouncy,
Beatle-esqumelody Hunter sings
the
"The world is a subway-al- l
leaders are muggers." And every's
body
goin'
. on...Most
people got nothin'-- few
got the tot And it's still goin on."
Hunter pulls no punches in his
indictment of the political establishment; this is not new territory
for Hunter, who has recorded some
of the most intelligent music of the

.
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Continued from Page 1
Livingston Taylor has also made
it to the top. Since he was 17.
Livingston has supported himself in
the entertainment industry without
the aid of his older brother James
Carly Simon. Ee
or
has made it on his own through raw
talent and a wealth of channeled
energy, perfecting his skills as an
entertainer, a lyricist, a song writer, a guitarist and a singer. These
skills have resulted in national
tours and a couple of well received
albums. Together with Trent Arter-berr- y
and opener Greg Greenway.
they make a dynamite team.
Tickets are available at the door.
$1 for students and $1.50 for general
admission. The concert will be held
in McGaw, Thursday. October 13 at
8:15 p.m. -
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Clttttml

and "This Must Be The Place"
combine the "sound" with conventional Talking Heads style, and also
use a unique keyboard for some
wonderful solos and interjections. '
Two recent additions to the band,
Nona Hendrvx and Ttalette If acdon- ald (ffosDel-stvl- e
backus vocals),
ruin the song "Slippery People"
and detract from .the present tour
with, their, prominent sexuality.
However, they are made up for by
the hit "Burning Down The
House," which catches the essence
of a dance tune but escapes the
grating simplicity of the one-besong that is popular with dance

Side Two continues the
lence into "Seeing Double," a slow,
smoky documentation' of middle
age and closes with a slow version
f
of the title song. This version
seems to be a reprise in which
Hunter gathers his thoughts and
brings the album to a whole from a
set of parts: after all this, the good
ones are still tskw- "An of the Good Ones Are Taken" may be one of the best pop
rock albums of the year for its
consistency of strong melodies, insightful lyrics and flawless musi- floor crowds.
The Talking Heads have an un
cianship. It seems that Ian Hunter
Byrne il
background. David
usual
the
inconsisten
has again , subdued
,
a
I i,..
i f
i. v iu
a mm vy- - F
i
career
cies that mtc piagueu-a- him
guiar
mouth (vocals, bass, synthesizers)
and come up with a strong album,
and Chris Frantz (drums) were
This record is available at Round involved with the pop-ascene
Records-Tlcketrowhile studying architecture at Harvard. Tiring of the Boston art
scene, they decided to communicate their ideas through music and
formed the group Artistics. In 1877.
Jerry Harrison (vocals, guitars,
keyboards) joined them, and they
changed their name to Talking
Heads. Shortly thereafter, they released 77, the first of six albums put
out so far.
Equally unusual was the development of this album. Byrne listened
to the recordings of months of
. and pulled out
inspired fragments. Like most
groups, these fragments were put
together into wordless songs.
However, Instead of just adding
lyrics, David improvised the melody and phrasing of vocals with
By J. D. Cox Tfl
One of the hottest albums in gibberish, then created lyrics that
today's pop music scene is the new sounded like the nonsense words.
Talking Heads album, Speaking in As a result, the vocals were Applied
Tongues. On it, the oddness of like another instrument and the
punk, the electronics of modern function of their meaning became
PoPtand the driving beat of dance secondary. This innovation adds
tunes are fused into one "sound" dimension to the use of voice in
and applied to a variety of styles.
music.
Speaking in Tongues is an innoFor example, "Swamp" is a song
that uses the "sound" along with a vation of music, as is typical for
heavy-metbeat and aggressive Talking Heads. Despite the flaw on
vocals, while "I Get WildWild one song, tne album is mgmy
Gravity" combines the "sound" listenable and good tunage to dance
with reggae's distinctive downbeat to. After thisv I can't wait to see
On the other hand, "Girlfriend is what they do next
Better." "Making Flippy Floppy,"
excel-
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SAB

W.R.C. Holds

Plans For

Assertiveness
Programs

Weekend Trips
The Dean of Students Office, in
cooperation with the Travel Com- mittee of SAB is offering students
and staff at the College an oppor- tunity to explore northern Ohio.
Through the weekly trips you will
be able to wander on your own

at no cost to you. Sign-up- s
for these van trips will be in the
SAB office (Lowry Lower Level),
Monday thru Friday, 10:00-4:0- 0
will be

p.m. Students have priority for
these trips until Friday morning,
At that time it will be on a first-andbecome acquainted with come basis including faculty,
libraries and shopping ministration and staff,
As the semester progresses we
areas in the Cleveland, Akron and
will be looking at other opportuni- Columbus areas.
The transporation for these trips ties that are available.
or

ad-museu-

lime

Date
Akron Library

&

Quaker Square

E.J. Thomas Hall

Play "Our Town"
Cleveland's Univ. Circle
area for museums & shopping
Cleveland's Beachwood Place
It Shaker Square
Columbus's French Market
tc downtown area
Palace Theatre in Cleveland
Play "Pump Boys Dinettes"
Cleveland-Hopkin- s
Airport
take RTA to Cleveland for
shopping, sightseeing or
study.
This trip is designed for
International Students
or anyone staying in
Wooster over Thanksgiving
Break to be able to shop
at Beachwood Place or downtown
Cleveland, or just enjoy the
area the day after Thanksgiving
Cleveland Library, University
Case Western Library
Circle
& shopping in downtown
Cleveland
Beachwood Place shopping

for Christmas
Square

Jc

,

ms,

Sat, Oct.

8

9 a.m.-- 6

FrL, Oct.

21

6:30-11:3- 0

Sat, Oct

22

9a.m.-6p.m-

p.m.
p.m.

.

By LAURIE CAMPBELL
The Women's Resource Center
has experienced a surge of enthusiasm this year, and the group of
women and men who attended the

assertiveness

workshop

last

Wednesday night was no exception.
Mary O'Malley of the Dean's Office
led the program. The goal of the
evening session was to learn to
value one's own ideas and feelings
and to assertively communicate
these to others.
O'Malley stressed that assertive
behavior when applied, must be
appropriate to the situation. Strong
feelings and the possibility of affecting the situation are important
factors. If immediate confrontation
is not advisable, a later meeting
would perhaps be less threatening
to the individual involved.
O'Malley noted that assertive
women are seen as especially aggressive. She described several
where assertive mannerisms and tactics could be employed
constructively. Respect and consideration are necessary. It is possible
to express concern about a problem
without placing the other person in
a defensive position. "It's rocky
going," said 0'Malley,"whenlearn-in- g
to assert one's ideas and feelings." Assertive behavior is an
essential skill for all persons, and
the skills workshops are opportunities which are available to all
students, faculty and the Wooster
community as a whole.
si-tutio-

Sat, Oct

29

Sat, Nov.

5

8:30

Sat, Nov.

12

5:30-10:4- 5

Sat, Nov.

19

9 a.m.-- 6

FrL, Nov. 25

9a.m.-p.m- .

m

p.m

a.m.-- 6

p.m.
p.m.

or later

(granny,
Sat, Dec.

3

9 a.m.-- 6

p.m.

Sat,

10

9 a.m.-- 6

p.m.

Dec.
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Stray Cats

Stanloy

& ACDC
19
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lVChoap Trick
cHCcllcp Discount

Days

Hound Records Ticket ron
231 South Via r tot St.
4
VJoostor
264-411-

a

dandy
Cuphoard
Ovw

Shaker

300

Varieties

201 . jCiL;tf
Wooilr,, Oil,
216-lb4-05-

0

(CT Msas

In Concert

Lucite Photo Frame with Digital Clock

Personalized Photo Mug

Acrylic Photo Frame with Color Enlargement
2.99
5x7
8x10 4.99
enlargement for one low price from your
favorite color negative or slide (excl. 1 10 slides)
8x10 not available frqm disc film

i

Friday Ar October 7
Seats Reserved
Tickets available at the door M0.00
PLACE: Ashland College, Kates Gym
Phone Orders: (419)

Frame-plu-

s

Touch 'A Silk 11x14 Textured Enlargement
in a Rich Wood Frame 1 0.99

--

289-413- 1

2.39

made from your own color print (print will not be returned)

Plus Special Guest

&
All

'14.99

perfect for home or office (photo not included)

r

P.M.

-

Choose special gifts for special people

lihifilW

8

;OSO c

3t00 AM VTEZKBAYS
t0 AM - COLLBCS
RADIO

-

not available from 110 or disc film
Offer good through December 31. 1983
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Scots Take Bishops

4

J

wry

J

n.

0

if

By PETE BOTTI
How sweet it is! Last Saturday,
The College of Wooster football
squad atoned for their previous loss
to Kenyon,
last week by
squeaking by the Battling Bishops
in front of
of Ohio Wesleyan,
16-1- 0,

17-1-5,

four

i

4;

alumni,

thousand-plu- s

stu-

dents, friends and other Wooster
affiliates in the Scots' Homecom-

ing.

-

--

r.

1--

0

1

t

A quick moment

is last weekend's soccer game. Photography by Michael Veloff.

Scots Drop Polar Bears
Lose To John Carroll
BY JOHN STAPLXTON
The Fighting Scot soccer team
decisions
won one of a pair of
this past week. Wooster dropped a
tightly played game to John Carroll
University but rebounded with a
homecoming victory over Ohio
1-- 0

one-dimenson-

several

realistic

opportunites

throughout the game to add to the
total.
The Scots, now
are approaching the midpoint of their season.
Tomorrow, they travel to Alliance
Northern last Saturday.
Against John Carroll(5-2- ) the for a contest with the Mount Union
Scots displayed "better offense and Purple Raiders. Wednesday, the
better defense," commented Scot Oberlin Yeomen play host to the
Coach Bob Nye, "But we missed a Scots. Both of these games are
lot of opportunities ." Coach Nye important OAC Northern Division
also felt that the Scots effectively showdowns.
neutralized John Carroll's two best
Wooster Scots(2-6- )
players. Yet the Scots wound up a
goal short, the difference being a
83 Soccer Results
penalty kick scored with twenty
(through homecoming)
minutes left in the second half.
The Scots employed a different 0 S.Western at Memphis 3 Wooster
offensive strategy against the Polar
Wooster Invitational
Bears of Ohio Northern in their St. Lawrence
3 Wooster 2
homecoming showdown. "We tried Denison 5 Wooster
1
to open up the offense by spreading
it," noted Coach Nye.
The approach was effective. With Akron 6 Wooster 0
more space, Doug Hart was able to Wooster 1 Earlham 0
score off a Dave Jordanger assist John Carroll 1 Wooster 0
with eight minutes gone in the Wooster 1 Ohio Northern 0
2--6,

TENNIS TOURNAMENT:
MEN'S, WOMEN'S SINGLES

MEN'S, WOMEN'S DOUBLES
MIXED DOUBLES
SIGN UP BY 4:00 PM TODAY AT THE PEC
TOURNAMENT RUNS FRIDAY THROUGH SUNDAY
ROSTERS DUE FOR:

PING PONG TOURNAMENT
FOOTBALL, BOWLING AND BADMINTON
FRIDAY OCTOBER 14. 4.0OPM (PEC)
CHECK IN THE PEC FOR MORE INFORMATION

al

Women's
Soccer

second half. That proved to be the
Scots' margin of victory despite

not do much better in the second I Scots' touchdown drive was a 22
half, totaling 15 yards, 26 yards
yard pass to senior tight end Gary
for the game. However, they com- Buhmeyer on a third down and 19
pensated for their lack of running yards needed for a first down. A
with a destructive passing game, few plays later, Lucchese charged
gaining 196 yards.
into the endzone on a 14 yard run,
.
Wooster took the opening Uckoff. making the score 14--7 Wooster with
and marched 83 yards on 19 plays La tiffs extra-poiwith 11:48 refor. a touchdown, with Jones re- maining in the game.
aching
the endzone from three
"We felt confident at this point to
yards away. Junior Gi-Latiff win; we ran and threw well; Dave
making the Jones was able to run effectively on
added the extra-poin- t,
score 0 with 7:02 remaining in the the outside," said Kapp.
first quarter. "We shook Wesley-an'- s With 5:42 remaining in the game,
confidence; we overcame our Wooster added some insurance on a
lack of confidence; after we scored, 39 yard field goal by La tiff, extendwe knew we could get it done ing their lead to 17-(moving the ball)." said Kapp.
Kapp credited his defensive line
In the second quarter, the Scots with creating pressure on the Wesstumbled upon some good fortune, leyan quarterback all game, mostly
which virtually never happens to in the second half: "We created the
them. With some breakdowns like heat on their quarterback; we
missed tackles, the Battling Bish- needed to harass them to beat
ops were able to muster
a drive them."
deep into Wooster's territory, only
Ohio Wesleyan put a little scare
to lose possession of the balL The in the Scots with 2:05 remaining, as
Wesleyan quarterback completed a their quarterback ran for a
d
pass to his receiver on the Wooster
touchdown, cutting the deficit
17 yard line, who fumbled the ball, to
5
converwith the
with Wooster's Steve Coss recover- sion.
ing the ball on his team's 18 yard
On the ensuing kickoff, Wooster's
line. Time then expired at halftime Jones almost put the game away
with Wooster on top
for good on his return. He returned
With 6:41 left in the third quart- the ball to Wooster's own 49 yard-lin- e
er, Wesleyan looked as if they
giving the Scots secure field
might spoil the Scots' Homecoming position. The Scots held on to the
as they deadlocked the score at 7 ball as the time expired, giving
on a one yard quarterback run. them a 5 victory, much to the
"We missed some tackles on their delight of the Wooster spectators.
good back, Golitz; also, our secondTomorrow, the charged-u- p Scots
ary was tentative; they didn't want travel to Columbus to face the very
),
to get beaten on pass coverages, so physical Capital Crusaders
they didn't go for the interception," another OAC confrontation. Last
said Kapp about Wesleyan's touch- Sat. Capital faced their cross-tow- n
),
down drive.
who outrival. Otterbein
The Scots were then put to the played them to win 31-Capital
task of striking back. Subsequently, has- - a
oi k passing game. They
they marched down the field for a have a quick quarterback who can
touchdown, originating their drive elude the pass rush. "To win, we
from their own 24 yard line
need to have a good week of
the goal line on 19 plays. A P4ticeand to keep on improving."
play that was instrumental in the said Kapp.
nt

Gi

Having lost their previous confrontations, two of .which could
have been victories if it were not
for mistakes and just plain bad
luck, the Scots needed a victory to
boost their confidence. Not only did
they win a game, their first Ohio
Athletic Conference contest, but
they equaled their one win of last
season.
"It was a good time for a win;
now that we have the monkey off of
our backswe can relax and not get
nervous about every play," said a
relieved Wooster's Coach Kapp.
whose Scots move to 3
"We beat Wesleyan for the most
part; we played better than last
week, but we did make enough
mistakes to cost us the baHgame,"
commented Kapp.
Wooster avenged their 34-- 7 loss
from last year to the Battling
Bishops with a solid running game,
largely behind the heels of Senior
Halfback Dave Jones and Sophomore Fullback Rick Stern. Jones
bolted for 98 years on 16 carriers,
while Stern powered his way for 37
yards on 12 carries, all in the
second half. Wooster gained 153
yards on the ground. The passing
game was effective at times, with
Junior Quarterback Phil Lucchese
completing 7 of 14 passes for 72
yards.
Wesleyan, on the other hand, had
offense. They ac
a
counted for a scanty. 11 yards
running in the first half, and did
--

y v

17-1- 5

7--

7.

one-yar-

7--

17-1-

(3-1-

(1-3-

3.

and-crossi- ng

Scottie 'Blazers
Tie For Second

3--0.

during the second half to get game
experience.
In the game at Denison, the score
was
However, the team should
be proud of their efforts because
according to Coach David Young,
they "played a good game; definitely even with Denison."
The Scots record may change to
2 due to Zavier College cancelling
at the last minute for their game
against Wooster last Sunday. Wooster will be able to decide whether
to take Zavier's forfeit or reschedule the game at Wooster's convenience.
The next game is home on Saturday at 2 p.m. It is against Ohio
State. It will be an exciting and
tough game because Ohio State is a
Division I school and Wooster is a
0-- 2.

2--

Division

m school.

nt

7-- 0.

BY AMY WEISBERGER
The Women's Soccer Club record
now stands at 2 after their victory
over Kenyon College on Wednesday, September 21 and their loss to
BY TOM WARD
Denison last Wednesday , SeptemThe Scottie Trailblaxers were
ber 28. The Scots smashed Kenyon
All the goals were scored easily shooting for second place at Saturin the first half by Madeleine day's homecoming meet The womMitchell. Mandy Burr and Julie en missed the target by only one
Ferguson. Since the Scots dominat- point Although the Trailblaxers did
ed in the first half, they were able not run at their best. (Wooster tied
to put less experienced players in Oberlin for second place) Coach
1--

two-poi-

17-1-

(9th overall), and Liz Moran folloed

at 21:30 (14th overall). Kathy Lov-e-ll
coming off a major ankle injury,
ran a fine race and nailed down
20th place with a time of 22:05.
Amy Cilimburg ran .in at 22:24, just
ahead of Jean DanowsU 22:34,- and
Bev Roberts 22:40. Kate La sky e
-

Craig Penney expressed his confidence in the team. "To tie for
second place and have subpar performances, means we have people
who are pulling up the" slack.", v
"We had a great week of training, it didn't show up on Saturday,
but it will show up by the end of

22:44, and Theresa DeGuzman
22:54, captured the 28th and 30th
places respectively. Wooster had
nine runners in the top 30. a feat no
other team accomplished.

A powerful Walsh team captured
the meet with 28 points. Wooster
and Oberlin followed with 76 points.
Denison (91 points) edge. Kenyon
(99 points). for third place, and
Case Western Reserve rumbled in
with 148 points.
Darla Pitt from Walsh, who was
a strong candidate to win the race,
snapped the tape at 19:55. Wooster's course was extremely challenging. She was the only runner to
break the 20 minute mark.
Junior Amy Smith who is "starting to gain a lot of confidence," led
the Wooster runners with a time of
20:48. Smith held off Walsh's Vicky
McNichols for fifth place overall
Becky Pickett breezed in at 21:15

practices, the Trailblaxers know
they are becoming very competitive. Penney states "we are for
reaL It's just a matter of putting It
together."
Next Saturday at 11:00 Wooster
will host 13 quality running teams.
Penney has invited Division I Cleveland State and Kent State, and
Division n Akron and Walsh to the
Wooster Invitational. Joining these
teams will be eight tough Division

Penney emphasised that the

women had a good week of training. The Trailblaxers concentrated
on pace work and increasing their

October at the Regional Qualimileage. Because of the tough
fiers," added Penney.

schools.
inWooster

v

is looking to battle

Walsh, Cleveland State, and Kent
State for the top three places. And

the Scottie Trailblaxers are hungry
to beat Oberlin. Penney is looking
forward to a "very good meet"

Tns woostes voice, f&iday, 6tff6Bgaf.Tar,
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Oberlin Stuns
THE WOOSTER VOICE Scots
Again

Sports

The men' Intramural department has announced a tennis tournament for this weekend. Signups
for men's and women's single;,
men's and women's doubles and
mixed doubles competition are posted in Lowry. Signups, will be taken
up to 4 p.m. on Friday. The tournament will run on Friday, Saturday
and Sunday. Sign up now.
Just a reminder that rosters for
football, bowling and badminton
are due in the PEC by. Friday,
October 14 by 4 p.m. The badmin- ton league can be both men's and
or co-e- d
if enough interest is
shown.
A ping pong tournament is also in
the making. Please stop by the
PEC for more information. The
signups should be held within the
next week.
Taking a look at IM Softball:

is the regular season lead10-- 2
mark
is not assured as of this writing due
with the
to a possible make-u- p
always tough Delta.
Running neck and neck in second
and third are the Seventh and Sixth
Sections. The Krappers finished
their regular season with an 11-- 2
mark while the Sigs are 10-- 2 with
should
one game to go. If Stoo-F- u
lose on Wednesday past, the
pers would be in first followed by
Stoo-F-u

er as of this point. Their

t

-

According To Wardy

By David Boop
Homecoming was not a very
pleasant experience for the Woo-

Somewhere In the World ot Sports:

.

D.B.'s Intramural Gospel
New threat BFD is in fourth at
LfcL from Wagner is fifth
right now at
Hounding, out the top ten are 1st
the
5th section ),
section
and
Faculty (74). Das Boot (6-,.
The Feet ),
Bringing up the end of the pack
The Holden
are Crandell
),
and
the Oats
Annex
10-- 3.

8-- 4.

(7-5-

(6-5- ).

7)

(5-8-

(4-8- ),

(1-11- ),.

(2-11-

the Omegas
Tournament action begins on either Thursday (yesterday) or Sunday. Last year's champions, the
Sigs, will be looking to retain their
tourney crown. Despite heavy losses to graduation and football, they
are probably considered the favorites.
Other teams in th running are the
BFD, and dark
Krappers, Stoo-Fhorses L&L and the Delta. The
Krappers boast experience at almost every position and are a well
seasoned team. Stoo-F- u has played
well all season and uses a good
defense as their main weapon.
. BFD is aggressive but needs to
win a clutch game to gain some
confidence. L&L is in almost every
contest and has pulled some upsets
this season. The Delts are a traditional powerhouse and always have
to be considered . when it comes
time for playoff action.
(1-12-

).

.

u.

m

hope of a Wooster homecoming
victory. Ken Godlewski and Al
Jacobsen, who finished eighth and
tenth respectively, both travelled
the hilly Wooster course in under 29

close-circu- it

'
smiling?
The sad truth is that boxing is not only a major part of American
sport, it is
of controlled violence that many Americans crave.
Ever since John Sullivan began liquifying bis opponents' brains in
;

i

minutes.
The excellent pack running by
Oberlin propelled them to a nine
point victory over the Scots
with Kenyon finishing well back at
86 points. The results were disappointing to Coach Bean as the Scots
seemed to be in the best position in
recent years to pull off a homecoming victory. Wooster received quite
a bit of support during the race and
Coach Bean would like to extend
his sincerest thanks to those who
showed up to cheer the Scots on in
their final home meet
New Concord, Ohio and Muskingum College provide the place and
the opponent for Wooster tomorrow. Again, the Scots have a good
shot for victory. Hopefully the results will be different this time.

the nineteeth century, boxing's method has hypnotised the American :
' :
public.
All across the country boxing became more than a frenzied test
of manpower. The ring had transformed into a stage. At ringside the
cries of the common man betrayed bis secret dreams and despair.
The boxer became a violent actor who protected his race and religion
with his fists.
In the U20's many Americans lived for the chance to watch Jack
Dempsey batter his opponents. The sons of these Americana were
thrilled as Jake LaMotta charged at Ray Robinson, and then
collapsed into ropes splashed with blood and sweat. They were
enthralled by the sight of a cocky, Muhammad All shouting at his
numbed opponent sprawled on the canvas. And it was the sons of
these Americans who were enraged when Roberto Duran. belly full
of steak, would not answer the bell against Sugar Ray Leonard.
'

I

'

Still Undefeated
By Judy Skwierts
The women's field hockey team
battled hard last weekend to keep

their undefeated record intact, and

--

a-for-m

25-3- 4,

Field Hockey

5:

.

Our world in 1883 is a world riddled with hostility and
aggression between nations and men.
We cry out in anger when 269 plane passengers are blown out of
the sky. We shake our heads, in bewilderment when American
Marines are killed in the Middle East. And we pay top dollar to
watch two homo sapiens attempt to pulverise each other.
, Boxing Is the rawest form of competition. But it has taken the
American public eighty plus years to comprehend this fact. The
picture remains vivid. The golden boy from Youngstown nicknamed
Boom-Boodancing and leaping in the ring. The sellout crowd and
millions of television viewers cheering Mancini's victory, while the
boy from the Far East lies on the canvas.
Doo Koo Kim's death was just the first of a sequence of boxing
occurrences."Occurrences that reduced many boxers to guinea pigs
or worse. Some Americans began to question the integrity and safety
of taxing. . Many sports writers. felt that boxing needed to be
permanatlyKO'd from the American sports scene.
'
the
But since then the question that needs to be asked is-- do
majority of Americans truly feel that boxing should be terminated?.
television still raking in big bills? Why are
If so, why is
boxing's Nielsen ratings so high? Why is promoter Don King stm

men's cross country team as
they were again stunned by visiting
Oberlin. Oberlin used good team
racing to defeat the Scots Just as
they had done the week before at
the OAC Relays.
Wooster did have its bright spots
as Paul Fleming and Bill Jackson
finished onetwo for the Scots.
Fleming crossed the line in 27:38
while teammate Jackson was just
behind in 27:55.
Oberlin then took over just as
they had the week before --with
good depth. Their runners finished
impressively in the numbers three
through Seven places to ruin any
ster

the Sigs.

Facaii

It is sad to think that many Americans have embraced boxing so
intensely for so many years. They can forget the man who failed to
rise long after ringside had been swept clean of beer bottles and
broken dreams. These Americans lay their cash down In the dark
corners of bars choked with smoke and obese bodies. There' Is so
.:
.. J
much money to be made on the big prize fight.
Even sadder is the plight of the sport within the ring. Boxing Is
being manipulated by big time promoters like Don King. Men who
cover the canvas with their names. Men who pay men with muscles
purses that approach gross national products of third world

I
countries.
Boxers have become an assortment of muscular puppets whose
'actions are highly predictable. They have mastered the art of staring
one's foe has become part of
down the opponent. And
bad-mouthi-

ng

boxing's etiquette. Unfortunately after numerous fights these men
speak as if their mouths were full of jeUo. The human brain can take
only so much abuse. You need not be a brain surgeon to realise two
million left Jabs are going to damage this sensitive organ.
This sports writer hopes that other Americans will continue to
publicly voice their opinion about the Ills of boxing. Hopefully sports
writers will continue to write about boxing's negative effects on our
values, our children, and how we see other members of the human
;
...
.
race.
It is time to put the gloves back into the toy chest.

succeeded with two ties and one
win to up the tally to
The weekend started early with
an away game at Wittenberg on
Thursday. This game ended in a
frustrating tie of 1 with Aggie
Belt assisted by Julie Schubert
scoring the only Wooster goal early
in the second half. The Scotties
continually kept the ball at the
other end of the field, with nine
shots on goal, but could not get the
ball in the cage. This was not a
Health & Nutrition Center I
problem on Saturday when the
J
Scotties went to Athens to play
:C0 a.m.
Opens: Monday-Saturda- y
Ohio University and Eastern Ken- 1 116 South Market St.
Closes: ?:00 p.m. Monday and Friday I
tucky University.
44691
' '
'"r-5:0- 0
p.m. other days
Ohio U. and E.K.U. are Division I I Wooster, Ohio
schools and Wooster put up a good
fight against both teams. Coach
Prodoehl said that the team 'had
the guts and determination to stick
it out,' and this was seen in both
games with the offense and defense
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
giving it their alL In the Eastern
Kentucky game, Wooster had a win
of Wayne County
to show for their efforts with a
26C0V&
Cleveland Road
score over Eastern. There were 11
Wooster, Ohio 44691
shots on goal with Aggie Belt,
assisted by Patty Budman, again
(216) 345-779- 3
scoring the winning goal. For the
Monday-Frida- y
Office hours 9:00-4:3- 0
first time this season the defense
got some pressure and held up very
Low coat, qnallty Medical
All service are confidential.
nicely with seven defensive saves,
Call for an appointment.
All medical nomination done
four of which were by junior Sue
Jijjndoetorjnraejjractitione
Continued on Page 12
5-0- -2.

1--

1

.

.

.

.

Scotties Drop Two
At Ohio Northern
By Carolyn Matthews
If you think it's not tough being
on a sports team., then try playing
15 straight road games. This is

what the volleyball team has had to
do. They have played all of their
games on the road, and still boast a
record of 10-This past weekend, however,
wasn't so fantastic as the Scotties
dropped two out of three matches
at the Ohio Northern Invitational.
Not only have the Scotties played
15 games on the road, but had they
or fiadvanced to the semi-finanal, they would have had'to play 6
matches in one day. This, however,
did not happen.
Wooster started out looking good
as they defeated Oberlin, 15-- 6 and
154. Next, however, they faced
tough Grove City (Grove City,
Pa.), who is ranked 16th in the
5.

ls

nation. Wooster hung tough but fell
154. and
in the end,
Coach Stockham said that playing
a weak team first, and then a
nationally ranked team didn't help
'
matters.
Wooster then faced Marion (Indianapolis, Ind.), in this double elimination tournament, a team that
Wooster should have defeated. Instead, the Scotties were swept in
and
two straight games.
They just couldn't generate any
points, one reason being that they
missed 8 serves in the two games.
None of the players had really
outstanding weekends, but Karen
lieht nlaved her eood consistent
game, and Tammy Allen also
played well.
Tomorrow Wooster finally plays
at home (1:00 p.m.).
9-1-5.

10-1- 5,

7-- 15

12-1-5.

.

'Dennis

216-263-00- 35

--

--

.

1--

0

--

P aft
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Undefeated

Ecsdi

Continued from Page 11
Wagner, and four goalie saves.
In the second game on Saturday,
'Ohio University probably had a

little more skill than our team, in
terms of each player, but we
played with more guts, team work
and determination,' said Coach
ProdoehL The final score was 2
after two ten minute overtimes.
Both sides were evenly matched
with 13 shots on goal, with O.U.
scoring near the end of the first
half and Wooster's Patty Rudman
putting in the tying goal near the
end of the second. During the
overtimes both sides battled hard
to get the ball in the cage, but
neither succeeded until the second
overtime when Aggie Belt came
through again, this time with an
assist from Carol Martin. O.U.
came back less than a minute later
to raise the score to the final
Coach Prod oe hi fells that the
team has a right to be proud of
themselves, 'I am really pleased
with the way they played and
handled the pressure. They had the
guts and determination to stick it
out.' Hopefully the team will be
able to 'stick it out' for the rest of
the season. With half of the schedule finished, the Scotties still have
some of their toughest games
ahead.
2--

9Joi8

1S4 ft.

:tUe$teai

Ubrty. Wooitar,

6f

Qlkax

Ohio

Boots Priced To Save You Money
ALL DISCOUNTED

Handling Mlnnetonka Mocassir

nrn7777gprnT777,g

24-- 1 SS9

Iwo area! piziail

One low price.

MARLENE AND JOHN BAKER OWNERS

'

"On
Nov. 17th,

adopt
a friend

2-- 2.

who
smokes."

9P
I

for Men and Women
Styling and Haircuts

:
:

Rick, Rita,

:

Marty, Dave
262-316-

Help a friend get through
the day without a cigarette.
They might just quit
forever. And that's
important Because good
friends are hard to find.
And even tougher to lose.
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Get twice the slices, not the prices!
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Buy any size
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Party with jjtffl&CtfSS
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at one low price
with this coupon.
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WOOSTER
331 W. Liberty
262 0011
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The College's "family" Barber.
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Expires: October

14, 1983

THE GREAT
AMERICAN
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SttOKEOUT

U.S. Department of Energy

Photo Processing
Specials by Waltz Photo
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Cocnor of Walmtt mod North
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Sweetheart Rose - $ 1.50
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